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The Magnetite as Adsorbent for Some Hazardous Species
from Aqueous Solutions: a Review
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Abstract – The review refers to the adsorption/desorption possibility of the magnetite, both
natural and synthetic, with respect to hazardous species dissolved in aqueous solutions. The
analysis stresses the attention on typical contaminants such as uranium, cadmium, cobalt,
europium and arsenic. Most of the studies, performed so far, are on a laboratory scale without
any attempts to be applied at larger either pilot or industrial scales. This especially invokes an
analysis addressing what it would be when the scale of application increases beyond that of the
laboratory flask. This point is of primary importance when fashionable nano-scale magnetite
particles are used for sorption. The choice of magnetite is special because this mineral exhibits
strong magnetic properties easily allowing creation of devices and processes for both upstream
(adsorption) and downstream/ deposition processes such as fixed bed adsorption, magnetically
stabilized beds, magnetic separation, and remote deposition of dangerous materials. Copyright ©
2011 Praise Worthy Prize S.r.l. - All rights reserved.
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I.

Introduction

II.

Environmental contamination by hazardous species is
a wide spread problem, with sources of pollution arising
from industrial activities and natural sources such as
water contamination by arsenic, for example.
Environmental contamination by heavy metals or
radionuclides, for instance, is a wide spread problem.
This review address adsorption processes performed by
pure magnetite particles, both naturally occurring coarse
ones (micron and millimeter size) and the modern
magnetite nanoparticle.
Composites based on resins, chitosan, and alginate,
etc., commonly used also for separations are excluded
from the analysis because in these composites, the
magnetite component does not contribute to the
adsorption but only ensures that the adsorbent beads
behave as magnetic bodies. Magnetite, or iron ferrite
( FeOi Fe2 O3 ) is a naturally occurring mineral, but also
can be easily prepared in the laboratory from solutions
containing ferric and ferrous ions ([1], [2]).
Moreover, the magnetite exhibits good adsorption
characteristics with respect to a wide variety of species
such as dissolved metals, particulate matter, and organic
and biological materials, as an economical and
environmentally inert material.
The primary interest is in the adsorption properties of
the magnetite surface as a prominent iron oxide and
consequently the organization of the adsorption process,
and the removal the adsorbents safely from the
decontaminated solutions.

The Magnetite-Basic Properties
II.1.

The Magnetite as a Matter

Magnetite, one of the important iron ores, can be
found everywhere in nature, in igneous and metamorphic
rocks. The presence of magnetite in nature is often a
result of biological processes, but it can also have a
lithogenic origin [1] It is found also in ocean floor, soils,
rocks, meteorites, atmospheric dust, bacteria and other
living organisms. It is also a common corrosion product
of iron and steel. Magnetite ( Fe3O4 ) is a commonly
found in the environment and can form via several
pathways, including biotic and abiotic reduction of ferric
iron Fe3+ oxides and the oxidation of ferrous
iron Fe 2+ and iron metal ( FeO ). Most of the Fe oxides,
such as goethite, hematite, lepidocrocite, and maghemite
are semiconductors, whereas magnetite exhibits
properties closer to that of a metal. Magnetite has also
been shown to reduce several contaminants in laboratory
studies, such as carbon tetrachloride ( CCl4 ) [3],
hexavalent chromium Cr 6 + [4]; [5], hexavalent uranium
( U 6+ ), and several other compounds .
The magnetite crystal structure is inverse spinel with a
unit cell consisting of 32 oxygen atoms in a facecentered cubic structure and a unit cell edge length of
0.839 nm [6], responsible for both the magnetic property
and the colour of the mineral. The black colour is due to
the intervalence charge transfer between Fe 2+ and Fe3+
in its crystal structure. The magnetic property in
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magnetite also stems from the Fe 2+ and Fe3+ atoms
being in tetra and octahedral sites as described above.
The spins on the tetrahedral and octahedral sites are
antiparallel and the magnitudes of the two types of spins
are unequal [6].In oxidizing atmosphere, magnetite is
oxidized to maghemite or hematite, namely:

adsorption behaviour at the surface and many factors
affecting it. Moreover, this analysis will allow us
encompass the current situation and to draw some
common tendencies in application of magnetite as
successful adsorbent for wastewater decontamination and
mitigation of the effect of polluted hazardous substances.

4 Fe3O4 + O2 → 6 Fe2O3

II.2.1. Adsorption Isotherms

(1)

Probably, the most often used model to describe the
adsorption onto magnetite is the Langmuir isotherm
originally derived for the adsorption of gases onto solid
surfaces. It is based on a model with the basic
assumptions: i) There is only a monomolecular layer of
adsorbed molecules: ii). The equilibrium is characterized
by the fact that the rates of adsorption
and
desorption
( rsorption = k s ( qmax − qi ) ci )

In a reducing atmosphere, for instance carbon, it can
be reduced to wustite or iron:
Fe3O4 + C → 3FeO + CO

(2a)

Fe3O4 + 4C → 3Fe + 4CO

(2b)

Magnetite is usually characterized by several methods
providing information about chemical properties and
crystal structure, among them: infrared spectroscopy,
ultraviolet and visible spectroscopy ( UV − VIS ), X-ray
difractometry ( XRD ), thermal analysis, magnetometry,
and Mössbauer spectroscopy. The surface and
morphology can be investigated by X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy ( XPS ) and TEM or SEM microscopic
techniques, as well.
Additionally to the natural resources, a number of
methods have been developed to synthesize magnetite
with specific characteristics, among them: coprecipitation [7], oxidation of ferrous hydroxide
Fe ( OH )2 [8], reduction of hematite at 400o C and in

( rdesorption = kdes qi ) are equal. With
assumption leads to:
⎛
1
qi = qmax ci ⎜
k
k
⎝ des s + ci

⎞
ci
⎟ ⇒ qi = qmax
b + ci
⎠

(3)

By means of the reverse ratio K = k s kdes the
Langmuir isotherm can be expressed in one frequently
used form:

qi = qmax

H 2 Air as reducing atmosphere, alkaline hydrolysis of

Kc
Kc
⇒Θ=
1 + Kc
1 + Kc

(4)

The model links the fraction of the surface sites
covered by the adsorbate Θ = A Amax , the bulk
concentration of the adsorbate c and the affinity
constant K . A is the amount of the adsorbate that is
adsorbed at equilibrium concentration c ; Amax is the
amount that is necessary to cover the surface completely
by a monolayer of adsorbate .
The Langmuir relationship has two limiting cases:
• For very low concentrations the denominator tends to
the unit ( Kc 1 ) and the isotherm becomes linear
qi = qmax Kc

ferrous sulphate followed by calcination at 500o C , and
oxidation of ferrous sulphate at alkaline condition by
potassium nitrate [9]. Magnetite has a relatively low
solubility in pure water where the pH is close to point of
zero charge (PZC) for magnetite (established as
pzc = 6 − 6.8 ) [6], however, solubility could be
increased by changing pH and/or in presence of
complexing agents. Microorganisms can also dissolve
magnetite [10]. In aqueous systems, iron oxides act as
Lewis acids and adsorb water or hydroxyl groups
(singly, doubly and triply coordinated Fe atoms).
Moreover, two OH groups can coordinate to one iron
atom and this depends on the crystal structure and
morphology of the iron oxide.
II.2.

b = kdes k s this

• At high concentrations we get qi = qmax , i.e. the
sorption capacity has reached a maximum. The entire
surface is covered with a mono-molecular layer, and
a further increase in the solution concentration does
not increase the amount adsorbed.
Commonly, the adsorption data are fitted by the
Freundlich equation, which entire empirical relationship,
namely:

Adsorption Issues

One important issue in surface adsorption studies of
minerals is that the adsorption process occurs only at the
surface and hence, it is advantageous from an
experimental point of view if the mineral has a high
surface area. Focusing on adsorption studies of
hazardous materials onto magnetite only, this review
tries to find the appropriate models to describe the

1

q = Kd C n

(5)

The Freundlich isotherm does not exhibit a maximum
number of adsorption sites. It fits well data without
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physical meaning because eq. (5) teaches that the
adsorbed amount grows without restriction as the bulk
concentration C increases. However, despite this formal
drawback, this power-law relationship allows the surface
heterogeneities to be taken into account, in away more
general than the Langmuir isotherm. Thus, the equation
applies very well to solids with heterogeneous surface
properties and generally for heterogeneous solid surfaces
[11]. The Freundlich equation was used for fitting data
related to adsorption of cations on iron oxides [6].
The Temkin equation , is one that uses a logarithmic
relationship between the amount adsorbed and
concentration in solution onto non-uniform surfaces,
predominately to chemisorption, namely:
q = a ln C

approaches describing the sorption kinetics of metal ions
onto have to be applied, among them:
• Pseudo-first-order chemical reaction [12]. The
pseudo-first order equation was applied for
describing the adsorption of liquid-solid systems
based on solid capacity [13]. Similar to that of a firstorder chemical reaction, with the change of loading
being proportional on the difference between the
equilibrium loading, qe , the relationship was
suggested as:
dqt
= k1 ( qe − qt ) , qt ( t = 0 ) = 0
dt

log ( qe − qt ) = log qe −

(6)

where a is a constant. This equation accounts the
heterogeneities in the adsorbent surfaces.

k1t
2.303

(7a)

(7b)

The parameter k1 ( qe − qt ) does not represent the
number of salable sites and log qe

is adjustable

parameter not equal to the intercept log ( qe − qt ) at

II.2.2. Sorption Kinetics

t = 0 , and in to fit correctly the experimental data the
equilibrium sorption capacity, qe has to be known.

The sorption process is not an instantaneous process
because the species have to diffuse from the solution to
the surface of the sorbent, and then to the internal surface
areas and the overall rate of this approach to equilibrium
defines the sorption kinetics. The rate of sorption is
usually limited by mass transfer in the liquid phase
(affected by the hydrodynamics) and depends on the
properties of the sorbate and sorbent. Solid-liquid
sorption processes are dominated either by the transport
of solute molecules from the bulk solution across a film
surrounding the adsorbent particles (film diffusion) or by
the transport of the sorbate from the particle surface into
interior sites by diffusion in the porous system of the
adsorbent. Generally, both mechanisms affect the
adsorption. Depending on the conditions of sorption one
transport step may be much slow than the other one and,
hence exclusively control the adsorption. Film diffusion
is considered as the rate-controlling step in systems with
poor mixing, small concentration of solute, small particle
size and high affinity of the sorbate for the adsorbent.
Internal diffusion dominates in systems with high
concentration of sorbate, fast superficial overflow, and
large particle size of adsorbent and low affinity of the
sorbate for the adsorbent. In the context of the latter
comments, when the solute concentration is small and
the adsorbent size matches the nano-scale range, the film
diffusion is the process expected to be the controlling
step.

• Pseudo-second-order approach [12] assumes that
rate of sorption is proportional to the square of the
number of unoccupied sites of the adsorbent:

dqt
2
= k2 ( qe − qt ) , qt ( t = 0 ) = 0
dt
1
1
t
= + k2 t ⇒ qt =
⇒
2
qe − qt qe
1 k2 qe + t qe
t
1 t
⇒ = +
qt h qe

(8a)

(8b)

Here, h = k2 qe2 representing the initial sorption rate.
the plot of vs. t qt vs t is an almost linear relationship
that gives qe , h and k2 without need of any parameters
to be known in advance.
• The Elovich equation [12], initially developed for
description of kinetic of heterogeneous surfaces
chemisorption of gases on solids, was successfully
applied to liquid-solid systems, mainly for adsorption
f inorganic substances on solid surfaces, namely:
⎛1⎞
1
qt = ⎜ ⎟ ln αβ + ln t
β
⎝β ⎠

II.2.2.1. Alternative Models for Describing Sorption
Kinetics

(9)

The parameters α and β are constants which ca be
determined from the linear plot qt vs. ln t , with a slope

There exist sorption systems in which the film model
does not work well in description of the experimental
data. To overcome this problem, some alternative

of 1 β and an intercept of (1 β ) ln αβ .
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II.3.

Point of Zero Charge (PZC)

Characterization of the change in the pH-dependent
surface charging of magnetite during longer storage is of
great practical importance in terms of application of
water-based magnetic fluids [17]. The pH of pzc is
characteristic of each metal oxide in an aqueous medium.
Several experimental data of pzc for iron oxides are
available in the literature, the values being between 3.8
and 9.9 for magnetite [17],[18], that matches to some
extent the above mentioned range pH 8 − 9 . According
to Cornell [6] the PZC of magnetite is around 6 (see
below, too) and the surface charge is close to neutral .
Sun et al. [2] studied the surface characteristic of
magnetite in aqueous suspension using potentiometric
titration and concluded that the surface of magnetite
contains surface hydroxyl groups which are protonated
at pH below the PZC of magnetite (around 6), and
deprotonated above this pH :

Surface adsorption operates through Fe − OH groups
at the surface of Fe oxides and results from the
completion of the ligand shell of surface Fe atoms.
These groups attain negative or positive charge by

( ≡ FeOH →≡ FeO + H )
( ≡ FeOH + H → FeOH ) of protons.
−

dissociation

+

+

+
2

or association

The surface

charging is a pH-dependent phenomenon. There is a
substantial difference between the dry and wet surface
chemistry, especially for metal oxides dispersed in water
[14]. The point is how ageing is expressed directly
through changes in the aqueous interfacial properties of
magnetite nanoparticles . In an aqueous medium,
pH and ionic strength dependent charges develop on
amphoteric surface hydroxyls ( Fe ⋅ OH ) . The following
protonation and deprotonation reactions can take place
on the surface of iron oxide particles:
+

Fe ⋅ OH + H ↔

Fe ⋅ OH 2+

Fe ⋅ OH ↔ Fe ⋅ O − + H +

≡ Fe ( II ,III ) OH + H + → Fe ( II ,III ) OH 2+ ,
pH < PZC

(10)

≡ Fe ( II ,III ) OH − H + → Fe ( II ,III ) O − ,

(11)

pH > PZC

(15)

(16)

or:
Fe ⋅ OH + OH − ↔ Fe ⋅ O − + H 2 O

The pH

(12)

Usually, the pzc of magnetite is assumed about 6.4
at room temperature [19], but it also depends strongly on
the temperature, the way the magnetite is synthesized,
and the conditions under which the measurements are
taken. In general, the pzc will vary with the particle
concentration, the ionic strength of the medium [20]. The
electrostatic field developing around magnetite particles
under acidic and alkaline conditions far from the pH of
pzc can prevent particle aggregation due to the
repulsion of overlapping electric double layers of
approaching particles with similar charges [21]. The
pzc was also determined to be at pH 7.9 ± 0.1 for
magnetite [6], thus matching the above-mentioned range
[6].

at which the surface concentrations of

FeOH 2+

and FeO − groups are equal, is the so-called
point of zero charge ( PZC ). It is generally around
pH 8 − 9 for all iron oxides [15]. The magnitude of the
pH dependent charge is proportional to ( pH PZC − pH )

and to the ionic strength of the equilibrium solution. The
charge will be in the range of several µmol per m 2 of the
oxide surface. According to the IUPAC recommendation
[16] H and OH ions are considered to be the potentialdetermining ions. When surface charge development
occurs by direct proton transfer from the aqueous phase,
the surface charge density ( σ O,H ) and surface potential
( Ψ 0 ) can be defined analogously to the Nernstian
surfaces:

σ O,H = F ( Γ H + − ΓOH − )

⎛ RT
Ψ0 = ⎜
⎝ F

⎡H + ⎤
⎞
⎣
⎦ =
⎟ ln
⎠ ⎡H + ⎤
⎣
⎦ PZC

III. Adsorbent Size
There exists an astonishing plethora of articles
published on magnetite and application for wastewater
treatment. The following analysis cannot encompass all
published reports so we focus the attention on two
groups based on the size of the magnetite particles used:
coarse particles and nano-particles. This approach is
based on some differences in their properties and modes
of application to adsorption processes, among them:
• The coarse magnetite particles dominated in the
literature before the era of the modern nanotechnology. The coarse magnetite-based adsorbents
exhibit surface areas comparable to all other natural
metal oxide used for the same purposes, i.e. water

(13)

(14)

⎛ RT ⎞
= 2.3 ⎜
⎟ ( pH PZC − pH )
⎝ F ⎠

where Γi is the surface excess concentration of species
i , R is the gas constant, T is temperature and F is the
Faraday constant.
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decontamination. The natural rock magnetite and the
magnetite sands with some surface contaminations
are the principle sources of coarse particles.
• The magnetite nano-particles, in the last 10 years
and at present are the only ones used for sorption
processes in various aspects. The interest in this
direction is mainly driven by either the common
fashion in the nano-science or the high surface area
exhibited by such particles even tough new unsolved
problems concerning the process performance at
scale beyond the laboratory flask as well separation/
deposition operations emerge.

risk of particle aggregation. First, they have sizes that
place them at dimensions comparable to those of a virus
( 20 ± 500 nm or proteins ( 5 ± 50 nm [22]. The magnetic
nanoparticles used in bio-applications are usually made
from biocompatible materials such as magnetite ( Fe3O4 )
for which susceptibility is large [23].

III.2.1.1. Synthetic Magnetite Nanoparticles
• Co-precipitation from solution. This method may be
the most promising one because of its simplicity and
productivity. The common way of magnetite
synthesis is the alkaline hydrolysis of Fe ( II ) - and

III.1. Coarse Particles

Fe ( III ) -salts. The size of formed particles depends

Coarse magnetite particles are sometimes found in
large quantities in beach sand. Such black sands (mineral
sands or iron sands) are found in various places, such as
California and the west coast of New Zealand. The
magnetite sand is carried to the beach via rivers from
erosion and is concentrated via wave action and currents.
Such sands are of micron-size, flow well (as dry granular
media) in tubes, vessels, and undergo fluidization
without problem by either gas or liquids. Silicates,
carbonates and other traces that affect both the color and
the surface sorption properties commonly contaminate
the grain surfaces. Desired fractions can be easily
obtained by sieving.

III.2. Nano-Particles
In the last two decades, nanomaterials have received
considerable attention due to their small particle size,
large surface area, low cost and ease of preparation.
Some of the major attractive features are related to large
and controllable surface area, low-cost production, nontoxicity to some extent, and ability to work in classical
process with mechanical mixing of the contaminated
aqueous media. Especially, to the wastewater treatment,
the nanoparticles offer great applicability but at the same
time challenge development of new devices and
operating conditions different from those with classical
coarse adsorbents. These particles are easily separable
from ( ∼ 98 % ) water solution by the high-gradient

•

•

magnetic separation (HGMS). Especially to magnetitebased nanoparticles, extremely small size of about
10 nm can be easily obtained thus providing high contact
surface area. The high surface area to some extent
compensates the increase in the mass transfer resistance
due to the stagnant liquid layer attached to the solid
surface.

•
•

III.2.1. Advantages of Magnetic Nano-Particles
Magnetic nanoparticles display the phenomenon of
super-paramagnetism, not keeping magnetized after the
action of magnetic field, offering advantage of reducing

Copyright © 2011 Praise Worthy Prize S.r.l. - All rights reserved

on the relative oversaturation of solution; formation
of nanoparticles is expected at very low and very
high concentration according to the Weimarn rule.
Single magnetic domains with size below ∼ 10 nm
can be developed under appropriate hydrolysis
conditions. Tailored magnetite nanoparticles at a
scale of 1.5 − 13nm can be developed by special
control of both pH and ionic strength in the coprecipitation medium. However, the smaller the
particles, the less stable systems form in colloidal
point of view because they tend to aggregate. The
difficulty in preparing Fe3O4 magnetic nanoparticles
by chemical co-precipitation is the tendency of
agglomeration of particles because of extremely small
particle size leading to great specific surface area and
high surface energy, consideration of effect of alkali,
emulsifier, and reaction temperature are the decisions
making factors of final product [24], [25].
High-temperature decomposition of organic
precursors in the presence of hot organic surfactants
has yielded markedly improved samples with good
size control, narrow size distribution and good
cristalinity of individual and dispersible magnetic
iron oxide nanoparticles [26].
Microemulsions.
Water-in-oil
(W O )
microemulsions systems, a fine micro droplets of the
aqueous phase trapped within assemblies of
surfactant molecules dispersed in a continuous oil
phase [22]. The surfactant-stabilized micro cavities
(typically in the range of 10 nm) provide a
confinement effect that limits particle nucleation,
growth, and agglomeration [27].
Polyols. Fine metallic particles can be obtained
reduction of dissolved metallic salts and direct metal
precipitation from a solution containing a polyol [28].
Aerosol/vapor methods. Spray and laser pyrolysis
are excellent techniques for the direct and continuous
production of well-defined magnetic nanoparticles
under exhaustive control of the experimental
conditions [22].
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III.2.2. Magnetic Properties

citations [33] have reported varying degrees of
contaminant removal with magnetite both in and out of
an external magnetic field. Petkovic and Milonjic [33]
performed the adsorption of cesium on magnetite in
batch experiments ( pH between 7.6 and 10.4 ) well
described by the Langmuir adsorption isotherms.

The magnetic response of a specific mineral is largely
dependent on its magnetic susceptibility. ( χ ), defined as
a ratio of the induced magnetization ( M ) to the applied
magnetic field ( H ). In ferri- and ferromagnetic
materials, magnetic moments orient themselves parallel
to H , resulting in ordered magnetic states. The magnetic
susceptibilities of these materials depend on their
temperature, external field H and atomic structures. At
small sizes (in the order of tens of nanometers), ferri-or
ferro-magnetic materials, become a single magnetic
domain and therefore maintain one large magnetic
moment. At sufficiently high temperatures (i.e., blocking
temperature), the thermal energy is sufficient to induce
free rotation of the particle resulting in a loss of their net
magnetization in the absence of an external field [20].
Lack of remnant magnetization when the external field is
turned-off allows the particles to maintain their colloidal
stability and avoids aggregation. The coupling
interactions in single magnetic domains result in much
higher magnetic susceptibilities than paramagnetic
materials. The coercive force of ferromagnetic particles

IV.1.1. Cobalt
Milonjic and Ruvarac [34] reported the adsorption of
cesium ( Cs + ), cobalt ( Co 2 + as less than 5 % wt ) and
cerium ( Ce + ) by magnetite at pH of 2.2 by batch
experiments. In this context, the adsorptive properties of
magnetite with respect to alkali metal ions were also
investigated in batch experiments [35]. Tamura et al.
[36] reported adsorption of the long-lived isotope
60
C 02+ onto spherical magnetite particles, a corrosion
product from the inner surfaces of the cooling pipe
systems in the nuclear power stations. The adsorption of
heavy metals by oxides may be expressed as [36]:
1) The exchange of metal ions M m + with protons at the
surface hydroxyl groups - MOH (i.e. surface
complexation):

decreases rapidly when the particle size decreases below the
superparamagnetic size [24]. At room temperature, a
coercive force of a few Oe was observed for ultrafine
magnetite particles. The saturation magnetization ( Ms ) per
net weight of fine Fe3O4 particles (about 54 emu g ) is

M m + + n − MOH

also smaller than that of bulk magnetite ( 92 emu g ) [24].

IV.

− ( M ′O )n M (

m − n )+

+ nH +

(17a)

2) The hydrolysis is followed by adsorption:
( m−n )+

M ( OH )n

M m + + nH 2O

Adsorption and Desorption: an
Overview

( m−n )+

M ( OH )n

The overview addresses the sorption of radioactive
contaminates and arsenic as primary hazardous
substances affecting the human health. Due the limited
format of the article, only the principle and most relevant
studies are encompassed. The readers looking for more
details may refer to the literature sources quoted in these
articles.

+ surface

+ nH +

(17b)

+
( m − n )+

M ( OH )n

(17c)
i surface

3) Electrostatic bonds between the metal ions and the
oxide surfaces.
The hydrolysis is considered to weaken the interaction
between the metal ion and water of hydration that
facilitates the approach of the metal ions to the surface.
The batch experiments of Tamura et al. [36] reveal that
the amount of Co 2 + adsorbed on the magnetite depends
on the pH of the medium (See Figs. 1). The adsorption
equilibria was explained only in terms of chemical
interaction of − FOH groups with the surface.
Cotten and Navratil [32] observed the adsorption of
cobalt in a static field of an neodymium-iron-boron
permanent magnet irradiating a fixed bed of magnetite
( 10 mm I .D. and 50 mm depth) mixed with glass spheres
( 50 / 50 by weight).
The plots in Fig. 2(a) show clearly the effect of the
magnetite on the sorption performance of the magnetite,
then enhanced by the external field magnetization (Fig.
2(b)).

IV.1. Radioactive Contaminants
Our interest in the study of adsorption from solution
lies in its possible role in the transport of radioactivity in
waters. In particular, the transport of cobalt adsorbed on
corrosion product oxides seems to be an important factor
in the growth of radiation fields of both nuclear reactors
and deposits of used fuel. In the absence of external
magnetic fields, magnetite readily adsorbs numerous
metal species including actinide elements and metals
[31]. In the presence of an external magnetic field, a
synergistic effect was observed in using supported
magnetite in a fixed-bed for removal of plutonium and
americium [31]. According to Cotten et al. [32] the low
adsorption properties of magnetite for metal ions can be
overcome if the solution can be altered to place the
metals in a solid form such as a colloid. Other literature
Copyright © 2011 Praise Worthy Prize S.r.l. - All rights reserved
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According to the authors, the ionic sorption is small in
comparison to the particle sorption capacity: recall the
cobalt is also magnetic, so the external field boosts the
magnetic attraction to the magnetite surfaces.
Tewari et al. [37] reported absorption of Co 2 + by
oxides ( Fe3O4 , Al2O3 and MnO2 ) as a function of the
solute concentration, pH and temperature. In all cases
the adsorption increases with increase in pH with the
range from 5.0 to 7.5 . Beyond this rage the adsorption
becomes masked by precipitation of Co ( OH )2 that leads
to loss of Co 2 + from the solution. The Langmuir
isotherm was used to fit the data of the adsorption in the
form:
aceq
θ=
(18)
1 + aceq
In (18) a is a constant related to the intensity of
adsorption ( a = K see eq. 4). In this context, the heat of
adsorption was calculated by:
ceq
w

2+

Figs. 1. Adsorption of Co onto magnetite Adapted from Tamura et
al. [ 36] . a) Fraction adsorbed as function of pH at various initial
concentrations of Co

(

o

pH 25 C
Co ( NO3 )2 = 1.7 × 10

−7

2+

ceq
M sat

+

1
aM sat

(19)

The saturation amount adsorbed M sat , i.e. the capacity
of adsorption for magnetite was estimated as
3.7 × 10−2 µg cm 2 at pH = 6.5 , while under the same

b) .Fraction adsorbed as function of

) at a constant concentration of
3

=

3

mol dm and ionic strength 0.1 mol dm at

condition

3 different temperatures

M sat ( Al2 O3 ) = 6.6 × 10−4 µg cm 2

M sat ( MnO2 ) = 4.2 × 10 µg cm
−2

2

and

at pH = 6.0 . Hence,

the adsorption capacities of the magnetite and the MnO2
are of the same order of magnitude. Additionally, the
heat of adsorption with magnetite as adsorbent was
established as 6.6 kcal mol . The heat of adsorption for
magnetite at different values of the amount adsorbed is
shown in Fig. 3.

2+

Figs. 2. Adsorption of Co onto magnetite/glass admixtures .Adapted
from Cotten ad Navratil [ 32]
a) Comparative experiments on the effect of the magnetite content on
the adsorption efficiency without magnetic field.
b) Magnetic field assisted adsorption in 50/50 Magnetite/Glass
admixture bed

Fig. 3. Effect of the adsorbent coverage on the heat of adsorption
−∆H . Graphical presentation (present authors) of the data collected in
Table I of Tewari et al. [37]
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IV.1.2. Uranium

the other with initial NaHCO3 addition (but also bubbled
with H 2 ), resulted in different evolution of the
concentration of uranium in solution [41]. In sample with
added NaHCO3 the CO2 was degassed by H 2
bubbling and the pH was observed to increase.
Therefore, the carbonate concentration decreased and the
uranium concentration in solution decreased, too.

Uranium and associated radionuclides, in particular,
radium and radon pose significant health risks to humans
due to both radiotoxicity and chemical toxicity. Because
isotopes of uranium have relatively long half-lives
(ranging from approximately 4.5 billion years for 238U
to 245 thousand years for 234 U [38] , human intake of
uranium causes only slightly increased risk of cancer;
however, a more immediate risk is posed by the potential
for kidney damage resulting from chemical toxicity. The
uranous form is highly insoluble, regardless of pH;
however, oxidation to uranyl ( UO22+ ) results in moderate
solubility [39]. Other chemical factors control the
adsorption and desorption-and, therefore, mobility of
uranium in water. Approximately neutral pH and
presence of minerals like Fe oxides increase adsorption
of U 4 + , and decrease its mobility. In contrast, more
alkaline conditions and increased bicarbonate
concentration lead to greater desorption and mobility,
especially of U 6+ [40].
The mixed oxide, magnetite ( Fe3O4 , FeII FeIII )
= 0.5 is assumed to be the main corrosion product of iron
(considering the cooling systems of nuclear power
plants) under anoxic conditions making its role in
immobilizing uranium crucial. Because of the almost
semiconductor character of magnetite surface, it
potentially can function as mediator of electrons in the
reduction on iron surface, leading to the precipitation of
more insoluble UO2 [41]. In addition, magnetite
contains ferrous iron, which may also be able to reduce
U (VI ) species. Rovira et al. [41] studied the interaction
of

U (VI )

Fig. 4. Uranium sorption onto magnetite nano-particles . Adapted from
Rovira et al. [41]. Effect of H 2 ( g ) and N 2 ( g ) pressure on the
concentration of uranium in 0.01 M NaCl solution
( log pCO2 = −3.82 )

The interaction of U (VI ) solution with magnetite on
the corroded steel coupon or with fresh steel coupon led
to lower U concentration in solution than in the case
when only magnetite was used [41]. In the case of the
magnetite on corroded steel surface, this was probably
due to the presence of iron steel, which decreased the
redox potential of the system [41],[42]. Rovira et al. [41]
stated that the actual reductant in their experimental
system was not hydrogen, but magnetite, ferrous iron
provided by dissolution of magnetite, or iron in the case
of having steel in the system. According to suggestion of
Rovira et al. [41], when U undergoes a reduction due to
the presence of magnetite, the most likely precipitate is
UO2 ( s ) .

in hydrogen carbonate medium with

commercial magnetite as well as with magnetite formed
as corrosion product on the surface of a steel coupon.
The attention was paid to the effects of the hydrogen
pressure and the mass of magnetite. The sorption of
U (VI ) was performed at 25o C in a solution containing
0.01mM of U (VI ) . The pH of the solution ranged

Scott el al. [43] studied the interaction of U (VI )

from 6 to 7 and the solution was continuously bubbled
with N 2 or H 2 . Parallel experiments, performed under
N 2 + CO2 or H 2 + CO2 bubbling, showed that removal
of uranium by magnetite was slightly more efficient
under hydrogen only.(Fig. 4). The increase of hydrogen
pressure in the system caused a faster decrease in the
uranium concentrations in solutions. The higher
pressures, the lower final uranium concentrations can be
attained. The increase in the mass of the solid caused a
slightly faster decrease of the concentrations of uranium
in solution.
The source of carbonate seemed to have effect on the
U (VI ) removal by magnetite. Similar tests, one

with natural magnetite (the magnetite crystals were
sectioned along 111, 110 and 100 crystal planes) as
3mm thick coupons progressively cut and polished to 3micron grade. Two sets of the micron grade coupons
were exposed to the 20 mL of 0.042 and 0.42 mM
uranyl acetate solution at room temperature ( 20o C ) and
pH values 4.8 and 4.2 , respectively. The experiments
lasted 12 , 24 , 48 and 168 h .The X-ray Photoelectron
Spectroscopy (XPS) and X-ray Diffraction (XRD)
measurements indicated the presence of nonstoichiometric UO2 at the surface of all the reacted
magnetite coupons.

continuously bubbled with H 2 + CO2 gas mixture and
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surface area determined by the BET method. The point
of zero charge pH ≈ 5.55 ± 0.12 was determined by
potentiometric titrations at different ionic strength
( I = 10−2 ,10−1 ,1 ) . This value of PZC is low than
6.0 commented earlier (see ref [6]). The authors
attributed it to the contamination of silica which even
though its low mass percentage exhibits large specific
area of about 400 m 2 g [51] and low PZC
about pH pzc = 2.0 .

The experiments of Rovira et al. [44] indicate that the
initial removal of uranium from solution is due to
sorption onto the magnetite and then followed by
reductive precipitation (supported by XPS and XRD
data). As a stand of portion of the same series of
experiments, El Aamrani et al. [45] investigated the
interaction between U (VI ) and commercial magnetite in
0.1 M NaClO4 at

pH < 7 in a recirculation reactor

under N 2 atmosphere and the reaction lasted 57 and
85 days. In accordance with these experimental results
the semi-conductive magnetite reduces U (VI ) to U ( IV )
in the absence of metallic iron, but the removal of
U (VI ) from solution is more efficient, when the
metallic iron exists under the corrosion layer. Moreover,
the reaction/removal rate increases, to some extent, when
both the H 2 pressure and the mass of solids are
increased. In this context, low carbonate concentrations
augments the removal while increase of its amount led to
hindering of the removal because the uranyl carbonate
complexes stabilize the U (VI ) .
Missana et al. [46] performed adsorption of U (VI ) on
nanocrystalline magnetite ( 50 − 200 nm ) with emphasis
on the adsorption kinetics and the kinetics of the U
reduction in the presence of magnetite. The sorption
results indicate that the initial pH of the solution affects
the amount of uranium adsorbed at the beginning (1day
after the sorption starts). Precisely, at pH = 7 to adsorb
about 90 % of the uranium only 24h are needed, whilst
at pH = 5 within the same period of time this amount is
only 40 % . Missana et al. [46] observed about 80 % of
the total amount of uranium adsorbed after 2 weeks, at
both pH mentioned above. According to these authors,
the ionic strength of the solution on the uranium
adsorption is negligible.
Leal and Yamaura [47] reported batch experiments
( 30 min of contact time) on adsorption of UO22 + ions
from nitric solution ( pH 4 and 5 ) onto magnetic
nanoparticles with removal between 40% and 80% .
The data are well described by equilibrium adsorption
isotherm by either Freundlich or Langmuir models (see
Fig. 5(a)). The latter provides a maximum adsorption
capacity of 27 mg g . The effect of the contacting time is
shown in Fig. 5(b).

2+

2+

Figs. 5. Uranium ( UO2 ) UO2 removal by magnetite nano-particles.
Adapted from Leal and Yamaura [47]
a) Data fitting by two models of adsorption isotherms. b) Effect of the
contact time on the uranium uptake from nitric solution ( 100 mg L )
at two pH values

Sorption of cesium was measured over the initial
concentration range of. Since cesium is not sorbed at a
ionic strength of 10−1 mol L , lower ionic strengths were
used to minimize competition with other alkaline metal
ions such as sodium. The results of Catalette et al. [50]
are shown in Fig. 6(a). According to these results, the
more sodium decrease, the more cesium is sorbed on
magnetite. The sorption is almost independent of the
pH which is not typical of a complexation site. The
authors confirmed that they couldn’t explain the results
because the mechanism of this phenomenon was unclear.
The silica effect was commented in the light of similar
results reported by Todorovic et al., [52]. Moreover, to
check the hypothesis of the silica effect, experiments
with pure synthetic magnetite were performed with a
much purer magnetite ( 99.997 % ) with a specific area of

IV.1.3. Cesium
Catalette et al. [50] used natural magnetite with some
impurities ( Fe3O4 : 96 ± 0.6 % wt , SiO2 : 2.4 ± 0.5 ,
CaO : 0.2 ± 0.1 Al 2O3 : 0.1 ± 0.1 ) in laboratory batch
experiments for cesium sorption. The magnetite fraction
< 180µm exhibited about 18.3 ± 0.2 m 2 g specific

about 2.0 ± 0.2 m 2 g ( BET N 2 ) that resulted in an
expected value of PZC confirming the literature data
[51]. In the context of silica effect, experiments with
admixtures of pure magnetite ( > 99.92 % , Merck, and
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but due to Eu 2 + ion electron configuration stability,
europium also form common compounds in oxidation
state +2 , which all are slightly reducing. Europium has
no significant biological role and appears not to be
particularly toxic compared to other heavy metals and it
is hard as lead, but is the most reactive of the rare earth
elements and rapidly oxidize in air. Europium is
produced by nuclear fission, too, but the fission product
yields isotopes are low near the top of the mass range for
fission products.
Catalette et al. [50] performed sorption experiments
by using natural magnetite with silica impurities (see the
information about the cesium sorption) for concentration
ranging from 5 × 10−5 mol L to 4 × 10−4 mol L and two

surface area 380 ± 10 m 2 g ) and pure silica ( 5 %wt )
resulted in cesium sorption quite close to that exhibited
by the natural magnetite with impurities.
Marmier and Fromage [53] commented especially the
cesium sorption on magnetite with silicate impurities. In
a companion work [54] these authors reported that
cesium does not bind to pure magnetite. However, they
correctly mentioned that when impurities of silica exist
like in the experiments of Todorovic et al. [52] and
Catalette et al. [50], cesium sorption can be performed.
The experiments performed reveal that silicates can bind
on the magnetite surface over a wide pH with a
maximum sorption different from 100 % . According to
Marmier and Fromage [53], the greater affinity of
cesium for silanol surface sites than for magnetite surface
sites could explain the cesium sorption on natural
magnetite with impurities (see ref. [55]). Similar to
Catalette et al. [50] they performed a sorption
experiments on an admixture of 300 mg magnetite and

ionic strengths ( 10−1 mol L and 10−2 mol L ). The
sorption results are shown in Fig. 6(d) for an initial
europium concentration of 2 × 10−4 mol L . The
experiments of Hu et al. [56] on Eu 3+ adsorption onto
silicates confirm the effect of the silica content in the
experiments of Catalette et al. [50].

30 mg silica and initial Cs concentration 4 × 10−5 mol L
(see Fig. 6(b)) Experimental results show that the amount
of cesium bound on the binary mixture of magnetite and
silica is greater ( 10 to 20 % sorbed in addition) than the
amount obtained by adding the contribution of the neat
surfaces Fig.6(c).

V.1.5. Chromium
Chromium is a member of the first row transition
series of elements, which consists of Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn,
Fe, Co, Ni, Cu and Zn, and belongs to group 6 of the
periodic table, along with Mo and W. Chromium, which
is one of the most toxic metals, is mixed into rivers and
ground waters through the electroplating, metal
finishing, leather tanning and chrome preparations. In the
United States, it is the second most common inorganic
contaminant in waters after lead [48]. Chromium is
found in rocks, animals, plants, and soil. The most
common forms of chromium are Cr (II), Cr (III), and Cr
(VI), but exists mostly in two valence forms: Cr ( III )
and Cr (VI ) ), out of which the later one is of the great
concern due to its toxicity [49].
Namdeo and Bajpai [5] investigated deposition of a
hexavalent chromium Cr (VI ) onto synthetic magnetite
nano-particles from aqueous solutions in the range
30 − 50o C . The adsorption process follows Langmuirtype behavior (see Fig. 7(a)) and the adsorption
capacities 1.526 , 3.069 and 3.957 mg g for the runs

Figs. 6. Sorption of Cesium and Europium onto magnetite. a) Sorption
+

of Cs onto Fe3 O4 ( 96 % ). Adapted from Catalette et al. [50]; b)

performed at 30 , 40 and 50o C , respectively. The
intraparticle diffusion of Cr (VI ) was confirmed by

Experimental and calculation results for the sorption of cesium. From
Marmier and Fromage [53]. Solid label- experiments; Line- prediction
by a surface complexation model; c) Sorption of cesium in presence of
silicates. From Marmier and Fromage [53]; d) Sorption of Europium

IV.1.4. Europium

linear nature of Bangham (see Figs. 7(b),(c)). The
sorption free energy calculated by DubininRadushkevich is 13.51kJ mol and indicates the chemical
nature of the adsorption process.
Amin et al. [57] reported removal of Cr (VI ) by

Being a typical member of the lanthanide series,
europium ( Eu ) usually assumes the oxidation state +3 ,

magnetite nanoparticles ( 40 − 300 nm ) from simulated
electroplating wastewater (about 10 mg L ).

+

Cs onto Fe3 O4 ( 96 % ). Adapted from Catalette et al. [50]
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the solid, liquid, and gas phases. Selenium is a natural
trace element found in bedrock, but it is also introduced
into the environment by anthropogenic activities, such as
mining and combustion of fossil fuels [60]. The
environmental impact of Se in a given environment
strongly depends on its speciation and concentration.
Because Se is an essential element, organic Se
compounds can be found in both living and dead
organisms [61] and in dissolved phases [62]. In
decomposition processes, Se2 − is transformed into
Se ( IV ) ( SeO32 − ) or Se (VI ) ( SeO42 − ). The former one,
is more strongly adsorbed on the surface of iron
oxyhydroxides and the adsorption process is largely
pH . Both selenate Se (VI ) and selenite Se ( IV ) are
bioavailable and have high potential for bioaccumulation
and toxicity.

Figs. 7. Chromium uptake from aqueous solution by magnetite.
Adapted from [5]. Effect of temperature

Only 1g L magnetite particles were enough to
remove about 82 % Cr (VI ) . According to these authors

Fig. 8. The Freundlich constants at different pH in sorption of
Cr (VI ) onto magnetite. Experiments of Amin et al. [57]. Graphical

+

Competition from common coexisting ions such as Na ,
Ni 2 + , Cu 2 + , NO3− , SO4− , and Cl − negligible.

presentation of data summarized in Table III of [57]

Moreover, the rate of chromium removal is reduced as
the pH in the solution increases. The Freundlich
isotherms used to describe the equilibrium provided
parameters depending on the value of pH (see Fig. 8).
As pointed out by Amin et al. [57] in highly acidic
media, the adsorbent surfaces can be highly protonated
thus able to uptake Cr(VI) in the anionic form, HCrO4−
[58]. Hence, with increase in pH the magnetite surface
becomes more positively charged and the attraction of
negatively charged Cr (VI ) anions will be enhanced [59]

Martınez et al. [63]studied the sorption of 79 Se
( Se ( IV ) and Se (VI ) onto magnetite. Magnetite is a
mineral present in the near-field of a nuclear waste
repository that might represent an important retardation
factor for the mobility of many radionuclides . For
example 79 Se is one of the principle component of the
radioactive wastes and the main selenium radioactivity
will be due to the 79 Se isotope (with a half-life
of 6.5 x104 years). Two main issues were considered by
Martinez et al. [63], namely:
i) the effect of the initial selenium concentration in
solution, and
ii) the effect of pH on the sorption process.
Pure magnetite with particle size < 5µm and surface

IV.1.6. Selenium
Selenium is a metalloid found in Group VIA of the
periodic table, below sulfur. It has similar chemical
properties to sulfur due to its analogous electron
distribution, which can make remediation in the presence
of sulfur challenging. Selenium is present in the
environment in both inorganic and organic forms, and in

area (BET) of about 0.89 ± 0.01 m 2 g was tested for
sorption (batch experiments at room temperature) from
model
solutions
prepared
dissolving
either
Na2 SeO4 ⋅10 H 2 O or Na2 SeO3 in Milli-Q water. The
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Fe ( II ) Fe ( III ) ratio measured in the surface of the

According to Martinez et al. [63] , the Langmuir
constant, K L for magnetite is higher that those obtained

solids by using XPS indicated the theoretical value for
pure magnetite. The equilibrium was reached at least for
30h ( see Fig. 9(a)). The pH of the solution was varied
(between 2 and 12 ) by adding HCl or NaOH but the
ionic strength was maintained at 0.1mol dm3 NaCl
(Fig. 9(b)). The sorption equilibria were successfully
fitted by the Langmuir isotherm (See Fig. 9(c)) based on
the following equilibrium:
Se + S ⇔ S − Se

{S − Se}
KL =
{S}{Se}
where

{S − Se} stands

with sorption of Se ( IV ) and Se (VI ) onto hematite and

goethite [64]. In this context, for instance it as
established that for the Langmuir isotherm modelling of
the sorption parameters are:
Θ max = 3.13 ± 0.07 × 10−7 mol m 2 and

K L = 1.19 ± 0.07 × 106 dm3 mol for Se ( IV )
Θ max = 3.5 ± 0.02 × 10−7 mol m 2 and

(20)

K L = 3 ± 0.01× 105 dm3 mol for Se (VI )

(21)

Jordan et al. [65] reported Se ( IV ) adsorption by
magnetite (commercially provide powder with surface
area 1.6 m 2 g ) in presence of silicic acid under the
solubility limit of amorphous silica. The main outcomes
of this study are:
• Experimental results were modeled by using surface
complexation models (SCMs), which consider
functional surface groups as complexing ligands in
solution.
• With pH = 4.0 the sorption of Se ( IV ) onto

for the concentration of the

occupied surface sites, while {S } is for the free surface
sites. K L is the Langmuir constant ( dm3 mol ).

magnetite reaches a saturation after 30 h .
• The sorption onto magnetite decreases with increase
in pH of the solution as it was expected for anions
(Martinez et al, 2006) - see Fig. 10.
• The silicic acid can bind on the surface of magnetite
over a wide pH range. This differs from the
classical adsorption where the sorption classically
increases or decreases in a sharper pH . Maximal
percentage of silicate sorption was observed in the
range pH 8 - 10 , thus including the first
pK a = 9.86 of H 4 SiO4 [66].
• Owing to reducing properties of magnetite,
Se ( IV ) could be reduced into elementary selenium
during sorption experiments but the XPS study
indicated no reduction for a three month equilibration
time.
IV.2. Arsenite and Arsenate Removal

Arsenic is a heavy metal occuring in the environment
in different oxidation states and species, e.g., As as
As (V ) , As ( III ) , As ( 0 ) and As ( − III ) ). Moreover,
arsenic cannot be easily destroyed but can only be
converted into different forms or at least transformed
into insoluble compounds by contacts with other
elements, such as iron, for example. Inorganic arsenic
generally exists in two predominant oxidation states,
arsenite NaAsO2 and arsenate Na 2 HAsO4 , both of
which are toxic to man and plants [67].

Figs. 9. Selenium sorption of Selenium onto magnetite. Adapted from
Martinez et al. [63]. a) Time evolution of selenium sorbed; b) Sorption
of selenium onto magnetite a function of pH ; c) Sorption isotherms
for selenium onto magnetite
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independence and the equilibria were modeled by the
Langmuir adsorption isotherm only. The maximum
adsorbed amount on the 300 nm particles was about
18 time lower that that on the 20 nm samples- see Figs.
11(c),(d). At the same time the surface areas of both
factors differed by factor of 16 that simply explains the
gross adsorption performance. The pH independency of
As ( III ) was attributed to the high pKa value As ( III ) ,
i.e. pK a,1 ≈ 9.22 that indicate the arsenite mostly in
neutral specie up to. pH ≈ 8.0 . The latter indicate that
this non-ionic form of As ( III ) does not affect the

Fig. 10. Sorption of selenium(IV) onto magnetite as a function of the
pH. Adapted from Jordan et al. [66]

pH of the solution. However, with adsorption of
As (V ) the maxima in the adsorption capacities of both

Arsenic is a metal that can generate multiple adverse
health effects because of the many chemical forms it
takes on. For example, arsenic can appear in inorganic or
organic form. In oxidized environment As appears
mostly as oxyanions [68]. Arsenic trioxide, sodium
arsenite, and arsenic trichloride are the most common
inorganic trivalent arsenic compounds. Trivalent
compounds of arsenic are the most toxic forms of
arsenic. Inorganic arsenic is always considered a potent
human carcinogen, associated with increased risk for
cancer of the skin, lungs, urinary bladder, liver and
kidney [67]. Arsenic-contaminated groundwater, used as
drinking water, has been a severe problem worldwide,
especially in Bangladesh, India, some parts of Europe,
South America and United States [67],[69].
Conventionally, there are several methods for arsenic
removal [67], among them. These methods include
coagulation and flocculation, precipitation, adsorption
and ion exchange, membrane filtration. In the context of
the topic of the present analysis, we address on
adsorption, mainly by iron oxides, and onto magnetite in
particular, among these sorbents.

magnetite fractions decrease as the pH of the solution is
increased.

IV.2.1. Adsorption

The iron oxides have a high affinity for the adsorption
of arsenite and arsenate [70], [71]. Yean et al. [72]
studied the effect of magnetite nanoparticles size on the
adsorption and desorption of arsenite and arsenate for
water cleaning purposes. It was observed that decrease
in the particle size results in increased adsorption
maximum capacity for both arsenite and arsenate. On the
other hand, the arsenic desorption was hysteretic an
effect demonstrated strongly with decrease the particles
in size. According to these authors, the hysteresis is due
to higher arsenic affinity of the magnetite nanoparticles.
All adsorption data were fitted with the Langmuir
isotherm (Eq.(22)) (as it is shown in Figs. 11(a),(b)),
namely:
bq C
(22)
q = max
1 + bC
The

As ( III )

adsorption

demonstrated

Figs. 11. Arsenite and arsenate adsorption onto magnetite. Adapted
from Yean et al. [72]. The solid curves are drawn using the curve-fitted
Langmuir model

The magnetite surface is positively charged up to
pH ≈ 6.8 due to the point of zero charge (PZC) of the
magnetite [5],[6]. Therefore, decreasing the pH more

pH
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As (V ) can be adsorbed. At higher pH , more precisely

beyond

This adsorption tests within concentration range resulted
in substantially higher maxima in the adsorption
capacities and was attributed to co-precipitation of
As with Fe on the surface [73], [74].

pH ≈ 8.0 , the repulsion of the negatively

charged As (V ) from the negative sites at the magnetite
surface reduces the adsorbed amount. Both , As ( III )
and As (V ) demonstrated stronger affinities to adsorb to
the fine fraction ( 20 nm ) demonstration larger values of
the b.qmax product (see the Langmuir isotherm- eq. 22) in
the range from 0.23 to 2.09 L m 2 . Internal, at each
pH value tested, the weight based ( As ( III ) and
As (V ) ) absorption capacities ( qmax ,µmol g ) were

larger and attributed to the higher surface area of the
finer fraction. On the other hand, the surface-area based
adsorption capacities ( qmax ,µmol m 2 ) are almost
similar for both fractions ( 20 nm and the 300 nm ) but
with a tendency to decrease with increasing pH .

Figs. 12. Plot of the adsorption of As ( III ) and As (V ) onto

11.72 nm magnetite at pH 8.0 H. Adapted from Yean et al. [72]. The

Figs. 13. Adsorption of As ( III ) and As (V ) onto microcrystalline

sections of the two-staged isotherms are presented in different colours

magnetite. Adapted from mayo et al. [75]. a) As(V) adsorption on
different magnetite nanoparticles. The solids lines are the adsorption
isotherms modeled by the Langmuir equation . b) Adsorption and
desorption of As ( III ) onto 20 nm magnetite. c) Adsorption and

In contrast, to the results just analyzed, the use of finer
particles ( 11.72 nm ) led to different adsorption isotherms
shown in Fig.12a,b. Yean et al (2005) described them as
sums of two Langmuir isotherms. The first (the lower)
isotherm (blue colour) describes well the adsorption
equilibria at low concentrations: < 120µmol L for
As ( III ) and < 50µmol L for

desorption of As (V ) onto 20 nm magnetite. Note: all data are those
corresponding to the equilibrium, i.e. equilibrium adsorbed vs. the
equilibrium in the solution

The magnetite nano-cristalinity on the arsenic
adsorption was studies by Mayo et al. [75] in solutions
with As concentration ranging from 0 to 0.45 mmol L
and solids 2.5 and 0.1 g L for commercially made
300 nm and 20 nm Fe3O4 , respectively.All adsorption
isotherm data were fitted by the Langmuir isotherm
equation (see Fig. 13(a)) . In general, an increase in the
weight-based As (V ) adsorption density was observed

As (V ) . Within this

range, the maxima in the adsorption capacities were
1532µmol g and 622.7 µmol g for As ( III ) and
As (V ) , respectively. The latter are equivalent to 15.5

and 6.3 µmol m 2 , respectively. The second isotherm
(red colour) fitted quite well the data beyond
> 120µmol L for As ( III ) and > 50µmol L for As (V ) .

with decreasing in the particle size. This fact was
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attributed to the larger surface area exhibited by the finer
particles.

stage and consequent organization of the separation
process either by filtration (membranes) or magnetic
methods [77]. We limit our comments only to these
notes and the readers interested in large scale
separations by iron oxides and particularly by
magnetite
can
find
enough
information
elsewhere[78], [79]. Some comments on HGMS are
given next
• HGMS Conventional magnetic separation
processes use, for example, fine stainless steel
wool to form a magnetic matrix within a flow
field of a solution containing mineral particles to
be separated. In high-gradient magnetic
separation (HGMS) the particle collection
efficiency depends on the matrix parameters such
as magnetic material, polymer mesh pattern,
matrix lamination pattern; fluid speed and sizes
and external magnetic field (see [80]-[87]).
Magnetic separation is a powerful method utilized
from long time in the treatment of strongly
magnetic mineral ores and for the removal of
ferromagnetic impurities from mixtures.
The conventional HGMS processes use a fine
steel wool or affixed bed of steel spheres to form
a magnetic matrix to create a deep-bed filter with
strong magnetic gradients in the pore space where
the contaminated fluid flows. A common steps in
this process is the preliminarily flocculation in
order to crate large particles ( > 1µm in diameter).
This approach is now widely applicable when
magnetite nano-particles are used as adsorbents.
With coarse magnetic adsorbents, either HGMS is
the suitable separation techniques if large
amounts of water have to be treated, for instance,
or other techniques from the conventional
“arsenal” of the chemical engineering can be
applied.
b) Adsorption in fixed bed operations (in columns)
where the deposited substances remain on the
magnetic grain surfaces and can be safely deposited
after that. With respect to the magnetic adsorbent this
operation is batch one, while the wastewater flow
continuously through the bed up the break-through
point [88],[89],[90],[91]. For column operations,
crystalline ferrites and powdered magnetite must be
supported with another material to achieve pressure
drop and good water flow through the column. The
first experiments of supported magnetite involved
using a column containing a nonporous polyamineepichlorohydrin resin bead coated with activated
magnetite surrounded by an electromagnet of 0.3T
[92]. The work of Cotten et al.[32] is a such example
where 50% of the bed are glass beads.
In the context of the previous comments, it is
noteworthy to stress the attention that the classical fluidsolids contacting techniques using fixed or fluidized bed
operations are limited flow bellow by the size of particles
used. Decreasing the particle seize we get high surface

IV.2.2. Desorption

Desorption experiments [72] with the larger fractions
of magnetite nanoparticles ( 20 nm and 300 nm )
exhibited hysteretic behaviour . With the larger fraction
( 300 nm ) after three steps of desorption, each
taking 24h , only 20 − 25% of the adsorbed As ( III ) or
As (V ) was desorbed. Moreover, with the fine fraction

( 20 nm ) for both of both

As ( III ) and

As (V ) a

complete adsorption hysteresis was observed. The latter
implies, that after three steps (each of 24 h), only about
1% of the adsorbed As ( III ) or As (V ) was desorbed.
The desorption hysteresis reveal that the finer
magnetite particles exhibit higher adsorption affinity to
both As ( III ) and As (V ) . According to Yean et al. [72]
the 20 nm fraction has advantage with respect to that
consisted of 300 nm in two aspects: stronger adsorption
due to large contact area and practically negligible
adsorption. The latter could be considered as a useful
characteristic in the waste disposal.
Similar results was observed by Mayo et al. [75], i.e.
almost irreversible adsorption with about 1% desorbed
As at pH 6.1 as well as when pH was changed to
pH 4.8 and pH 8.0 (see Figs. 13(b),(c)). This led to the
conclusion that such particles can be used for water
treatment.

V.
V.1.

Separations

Some General Comments on Sorption Process

The separation of magnetic particle from the aqueous
solutions and safe deposition are not, in general
commented by the articles reviewed in the preceding
sections. To some extent, some authors mention about
consequent
high-gradient
magnetic
separations
commonly at a laboratory scale. Therefore, as a natural
consequence of the analysis of the absorption processes
we like to stress the attention on three principle issues
affecting both the adsorption process performance and
the separation step concerning magnetic particle removal
from the aqueous solutions, namely :
• Adsorption process itself as
• Separation from the solution and its link to preceding
adsorption step
• Alternatives in sorption process organization
Adsorption processes employing magnetite for
sorption of contaminants from wastewaters work
principally in two operating modes [76]:
a) Perfect mixing in tanks (batch operations) followed
by separations either mechanical or magnetic. This
operating mode needs huge volume for the adsorption
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area required for efficient sorption process but at the
same time this leads to reduction in the fluid flow rate
which is limited from above by the minimum fluidization
velocity. Moreover, the decrease of particles in size
results in bad flow distribution trough the bed crosssection, channeling and fluid bypass. The sorption
process should avoid the solids backmixing, so any
problems emerging in the organization of good fixed bed
operation should be avoided.
V.2.

VI.

An Alternative in AdsorptionSeparation Technique

The alternative approach in the sorption with
magnetic adsorbents should compromise the fixed bed
operation properties avoiding the solids backmixing and
working with coarse particles, and the compact mass of
particles required by the magnetic recovery. In the
context of this statement we address the magnetic field
assisted fluidization [95],[96],[97]. This technique allows
a bed of magnetic particles to operate under fixed bed
condition beyond the point of minimum fluidization in
absence of field. The necessary tool to attain such
desired conditions is the application of an external
magnetic field (either axial or transverse) [95],[96],[97].
The high flow rate possible in the so-called magnetically
stabilized beds (MSB) allows compensating the
“deficiency” due to the coarse particles used instead
nano-scaled counterparts. This simply means, that the
high fluid-solid slip velocity allows to diminish the
external mass transfer resistance (diffusion in the liquid
phase) and to work almost under a kinetic control of the
sorption process. In contrast, with nano-particles, the
stronger mass transfer resistance is near the fluid-solid
surface were the stagnant liquid is almost saturated.
The MSB operation practically avoid the used the of
the magnetic recovery of fine particles from large liquid
volumes, a practice discussed at large in this review and
commonly used in wastewater treatment by iron oxide as
sorbents. The particle bed is in a column and the waste
flow just pass through it at high flow rate. When the
adsorption process is over with a given bed attaining
saturation just as witching of the flow to another column
is necessary. Because, in the case of hazardous
contaminants, such those discussed here, the desorption
and sorbent recovery are undesirable, just a remote
removal of the saturated bed and a consequent safe
deposition is necessary. The magnetically assisted
fluidization techniques require much lower energy than
HGMS ad use coarse particles. Hence, recall about the
natural magnetite and the other oxides, discussed in this
work, which leads to the idea of low-coast and highefficient operations for decontamination of large
wastewater volumes. Separations of various species from
either gaseous or liquid flows are well analyzed [97],
[98].

Coarse vs. Nano-Particles

Therefore, the main problem in the sorption by nanoparticles is the impossibility to organize efficient fixed
bed operation because this contacting technique works
quite well with particle sizes beyond 100µm . Even with
some micron-sized natural magnetite particles, the
channeling and the limited flow rate range do not allow
the fixed bed operation to be applied.
Hence, from the point of view of process
organization, the nanoparticles can operate in the batch
perfect mixing mode, that is in fact, the same as in the
laboratory flask, but a larger scale, and then removed by
HGMS. The HGMS is not low-cost equipment and its
application should carefully analyzed before designing
the entire separation process. On the other hand , the
coarse particles works quite well in fixed beds that is
proved by many sorption operations.
Fe3O4 (magnetite) particles having a size of a few
micrometers is typical for the crushed rocks and “black
beach’ native magnetite deposits were tested as
adsorbents for the removal of radionuclides and arsenic
from contaminated water [93]. Albeit their efficient use
the adsorption separation processes [72] [94] the
reduction in size (increasing the solids contact area) calls
for new magnetic recovery techniques. From the data
analyzed in this review, it becomes evident that any
impurities by carbonates, silicates, etc. on the surface of
the natural magnetite particles augment the sorption
process in contrast to the pure synthetic adsorbents.
Therefore, what has to be done: To use natural magnetite
with impurities and organize efficient fixed bed
adsorption process with high throughput and efficiency
or to use fashionable nano-scale magnetite that does not
allow escaping the scale of the laboratory flask and
requiring HGMS equipment? What has to be the
technical solution following the laboratory experiments?
Nowadays, the answer is straightforward: the
nanoparticles are better due to the high surface area
provided but inapplicable in the large scale processes.
The coarse particles are natural, have some impurities
and work well in fixed beds, despite the fact that their
specific surface area is lower that exhibited by the nanoscaled counterparts. As usual, in the modern world, the
common answer is: the choice is yours! However, the
realistic engineering should take into account all issues
mentioned above and take a realistic decision.

VII.

Conclusion

The review performed went through a very narrow
area of separation (adsorption) technique considering
magnetite only as adsorbent. The choice of the adsorbent
material was special because magnetite can be obtained
either naturally or through a synthesis. The data analyzed
indicate that the old-fashioned natural magnetite with
some impurities can adsorb better than the pure synthetic
nano-particles. However, the studies on the adsorption
on nano-particles dominate in the literature. Moreover,
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magnetic nanoparticles, Enzyme Microb. Technol. , 39(2006)
1089–1095.
[24] J. Lee, T. Isobe, M. Senna (1996) Magnetic properties of ultrafine
magnetite particles and their slurries prepared via in-situ
precipitation , Colloids and Surfaces A: Physicochemical and
Engineering Aspects, 109 (1996) 121-127
[25] C. Yu, X. Hao , H. Jiang , L. Wang (2011) Fe3O4 nano-whiskers
by ultrasonic-aided reduction in concentrated NaOH Solution ,
Particuology 9 (2011) 86–90. doi:10.1016/j.partic.2010.06.003.
[26] T.K. Indira, P.K. Lakshmi , Magnetic Nanoparticles-A Review
,International Journal of Pharmaceutical Sciences and
Nanotechnology , 3 (2010) 1035-1042.
[27] Q. Yuan, R. A. Williams , Large scale manufacture of magnetic
polymer particles using membranes and microfluidic devices ,
China Particuology 5 (2007) 26-42.
[29] Y.F. Shen, J.Tang, Z.H. Nie, Y.D.Wang, Y. Renc, L. Zuo,
Preparation and application of magnetic Fe3O4 nanoparticles for
wastewater purification, Sep. Purif. Technol., 68 (2009) 312–319.
[30] S. Conroy, S.H.Jerry Lee, M. Zhang, Magnetic nanoparticles in
MR imaging and drug delivery. Adv. Drug Deliv. Rev., 60 (2008)
1252–1265.
[31] J.D. NAVRATIL, Removal of Impurities Using Ferrites and
Magnetite, Australian Patent Application PJ0198 (August 8,
1988)
[32] G. B. Cotten , J. D. Navratil, H. Bradley, Magnetic Adsorption
Method for the Treatment of Metal contaminated aqueous waste ,
Waste Management '99 Conference, March 1999, Tucson,
Arizona,
[33] Petkovic D.M., S.K. Milonic, Adsorption of cesium from basic
water solutions on natural magnetite, Bulletin of Boris Kidric
Institute of Nuclear Sciences, 20 (1969) 17-23.

these studies are limited only to sorption experiments in
small volumes and despite the excellent results the
consequent step towards large scale applications is still
unclear.
The pure adsorption studies indicate that the most
used equilibrium model is the Langmuir isotherm and the
Freundlich one, to some extent. In this context, a deep
analysis on the adsorption processes at this scale of the
adsorbent and various hazardous contaminants which
will allow collating many data from a unified point of
view is still missing.
The second reason to address only magnetite particles
as sorbents was the suggested here idea for alternative
separation process in magnetically stabilized bed. Beds
of magnetite are well studied and work very well under
magnetic field assisted fluidization [95]-[98].
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